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It's important to think of a small business as a producer in a market economy. As a

producer, you have a need for labor, or employees who make something or provide

a service to consumers. The relationships you maintain with your employees will

impact your ability to maintain a steady labor force, an essential ingredient for

economic stability. It's important to create management and human resources

practices that will keep employees happy and feeling like they benefit from working

for your business.

External Factors

The history of industrial relations goes back to when workers felt that employer actions or market conditions caused

them to have an unequal share of power in their relationship with their employer. Workers turned to collective

bargaining in the public and private sectors to get better wages and working conditions from their employer's

representatives. Today, there are many laws ensuring that U.S. workers receive a minimum wage and safe working

environments. More labor regulation later decreased the need for collective bargaining.

Internal Factors

Another way to look at industrial relations is the impact of the company's human resources practices. These might

include low productivity, absenteeism, high employee turnover, low job security, unsatisfactory or unsafe working

environments, failure to recognize performance in pay plans, and lack of motivation, according to the International

Labour Organisation. Small-business owners can address these problems by updating their HR practices and firing

managers who create these problems. They can also address employee motivation, including rolling out more

opportunities for training and advancement, pay for performance, performance incentives and worker recognition

programs.

Work Climate

You can set up the most research-based HR policies in your firm, but employees will still judge the company by how

it feels to work there. Look at how your leadership style affects employees and how your managers manage

employees. If there are problems with worker performance among many workers or other indicators such as high

turnover or absenteeism, you need to study what's causing those conditions. Start by introducing a new HR goal,

such as introducing flexibility and participation into your management model; give managers and workers more

authority to decide how to accomplish their goals.

Employee Attitudes

You can use an employee survey to study the sources of conflict or dissatisfaction in employees. They will have a

wide range of attitudes about working for you. It's important to determine if they respect you as a leader and care

about the company. These are signs of good employee relations and will usually produce better performance.

Employees who love the company can often perform well even when faced with tough economic conditions, which

may give them a bigger workload and fewer pay increases.
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